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Letter from Co-Chairs
Another year, another meeting of the College Art Association!
Thank you to everyone who has put work into making all of
the QCA events at the 2012 conference happen, in addition
to the all too often unsung heroes who help the caucus itself
continue as a source of support and inspiration to all of its
members. A special nod of thanks is due to Jonathan F. Walz,
who is stepping down as our newsletter editor though not, we
hope, from his constantly vigilant oversight of and mentorship
to generations of Caucus co-chairs. A better mama bear there
never was, sir. [Awww, shucks! —Ed.] May you take your
grace under pressure with you to your next ventures, and
always keep your sense of humor throughout whatever new
fires might come your way!

and Jeannine Tang and Thomas Lax. Later that evening, in
the same room (Concourse Meeting Room 403B), we will
hold our annual business meeting. We will be voting for our
next caucus Co-Chairs at this meeting, as well as revisiting a
number of topics of interest defered from last year, so do try
to make it if you can. Friday continues as an action-packed
day, so after a hearty breakfast and lots of coffee we look forward
to seeing everyone at our long panel, Flagging: Aesthetic Tactics
and Queer Signification, chaired by Anna Campbell. The panel
will include presentations by Jenevive Nykolak, Syniva Whitney,
Garth Amundson, Pierre Gour, Andrew Campbell, and Jane
Chin Davidson, and is scheduled for 9:30–12 in Concourse
Meeting Room 407, Level 2. This year we are fortunate to be
able to collaborate with the ONE Institute and Archive,
As we pass on the torch of QCA chairship at our business
CalArts, and The Contemporary Project to host a workshop
meeting in a few weeks, we would like to take a moment to
and reception at the ONE in conjunction with its exhibition
reflect on the last two years, and to celebrate the different
Queering the Archive: Queer Art and Culture in Los Angeles,
shapes that the Caucus has taken over that time. The Queer
1945–1980. Thomas Lax will host a workshop at 909 W Adams
Caucus is a member-run organization, and we continue to be
(just down the street from the Convention Center, don’t worry!)
amazed at the myriad ways that it can morph, as its energy is
from 5–7pm and our Caucus reception will follow immediately,
needed by its participants. From combating censorship and
from 7-9 or so in the same location. Both events are open to
other manifestations of homophobia in response to art to
supporting the work of its membership, the QCA has proven the public, so please bring friends to this wonderful show!
itself a vibrant and flexible entity able to respond to multiple Additionally, Caucus member Catherine Lord has a sitespecific installation on view at the ONE.
challenges and celebrations with equal energy.
Now, we hope to channel that energy towards enthusiastic
turn out at a number of Caucus-sponsored events at the 2012
conference! Our first panel will be a lunchtime Conversation
on Affects and Archives, co-chaired by Tirza True Latimer and
Virginia Solomon, occurring on Thursday, 2/23, from
12:30-2 pm in Concourse Meeting Room 403B. The panel
will consider the interventions that queer art and scholarship
can make into the recent spate of interest in affect and archives,
through a series of conversations between Julia Bryan-Wilson
and Cheryl Dunye, Catherine Lord and Helen Molesworth,

If any other members have any news or work on view during
the conference, please do email the listserv so that we can
continue to support each other. Though we will hand off
leadership in February, we look forward to the continuing
growth and development of the Caucus under the leadership
of the next co-chairs and with the impetus of its membership.
As it always has been! Please direct any future mail for us to
the nearest garden or set of mountain bike trails, respectively.
All our best,
Darren Miller and Virginia Solomon

News Of Members
work today. The artist’s early drawings have been published
in Sinister Wisdom, Common Lives Lesbian Lives, and Harmony
Hammond’s Lesbian Art in America. Her paintings have been
exhibited at Aljira, A Center for Contemporary Art, in Newark,
NJ as part of the Aljira National Five; she has had solo exhibitions at the Central Pennsylvania African American Museum,
Reading, PA, and Johnson & Johnson World Headquarters
in New Brunswick, NJ. Her work has been included in group
shows at Flowers Gallery in New York, Jack Hanley Gallery,
San Francisco and Center on Contemporary Art, Seattle.
Dodeles’s work will be on view at the William Way LGBT
Community Center, 1315 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA
from January 13th through March 3rd. To see work by the
artist, please visit her blog: http://www.elisedodeles.com/blog/
María DeGuzmán and her collaborator Carisa Showden (in
Political Science and Women’s Studies) will be presenting
pieces of their book-in-progress at the upcoming Gender,
Bodies, and Technology: (Dis)Integrating Frames Conference
at Virginia Tech University to be held April 26–28, 2012
(Roanoke, Virginia). Their book Conjuring Worlds: A Queer
Phenomenology of the Miniature is a multi-media project
bringing together María’s conceptual photography with
Carisa’s haiku poetry along with critical theory essays written
by both of them. These elements are intertwined to create
and comment on “a queer phenomenology of the miniature.”
The photos are staged shots of one-inch or smaller “minikin”
dolls collected from across the globe that María creates using
Elise Dodeles, An accident of birth created Leni Riefenstahl, oil on canvas 30x40, 2011 different combinations of materials, including glass prisms,
lasers, card-size mirrors, split field filters, and little figurines.
For her first solo exhibition in Philadelphia, painter Elise
Through staging and restaging the scenes, María practices
Dodeles, first prize winner at the William Way LGBT
playing pool with light, producing images of queer proporCommunity Center’s 2011 Annual Juried Show, has focused
tions, effects, and possibilities. The haiku that accompany the
her attention on the subjectivity often ignored in the “objecphotos take up some of these gendered, raced, and sexed
tive” medium of photography. Dodeles transforms images
possibilities: potential understandings and meanings of
found in online archives, books, and family photos into
bodies in situations made possible through interventions in
expressionistic meditations on race, sex, gender, and power.
sense perception. At the conference, they will be presenting a
By combining disparate imagery, startling colors, and
selection of images and haiku that raise critical questions
intuitively conceived compositions, the artist’s paintings
about technologies of gender identity and the ways bodies
allow the photographed subjects to become visceral, emo“read” and “reproduce” gender and sexuality in their appeartionally charged beings. Through these latest artworks, which
ances. Selected photos and haiku will be displayed in confuse her careers as artist and librarian, Dodeles is animating
junction with a discussion of the theoretical aspects of their
her desire to see, and have others recognize, the other, who is
critical work focused on temporality and orientation in the
often unseen in the mainstream and official organs of
phenomenology of becoming gendered bodies. The website
historical discourse. The artist’s official entry into the art
for the Gender, Bodies, and Technology conference is http://
world took place in 1992 when her work was included in the
www.cpe.vt.edu/gbt/index.html
Part Fantasy exhibitions organized by Nicola Tyson. These
Laurie Toby Edison currently has three photographs (nudes from
shows, whose works were shown internationally soon after
Women En Large: Images of Fat Nudes and Familiar Men: A
the NEA was being criticized for its support of Robert
Book of Nudes) with accompanying texts on exhibit at the
Mapplethorpe: The Perfect Moment forged an important
National Museum of Art in Osaka Japan. The exhibition
direction in Dodeles’s art. Her desire to depict ignored, and
sometimes controversial subjects still plays a vital role in her Collection (January 7 to April 8, 2012) is introducing a group of
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works from their collection, centering on recent acquisitions.
In the spring, eight of her photographs with texts (also from
Women En Large and Familiar Men) will be shown at the
35th anniversary exhibition The Allure of the Collection,
running from April 21 to June 8. She also has a photograph,
Bob Guter, from Familiar Men: A Book of Nudes in their
upcoming catalogue in March.

Jesse M. Kahn, queer davids, pink (double), 2007

Jesse M. Kahn’s solo exhibit of self-portraits, sculpture, and
paper cutouts, Queer Transformations, is on show through the
end of March 2012 at the Community College of Rhode
Island Flanagan Campus. Additionally, Kahn was invited to
write about his “Queer Eruv” installation in Images: A Journal
of Jewish Art and Visual Culture (Vol. 5, 2011).

Harmony Hammond’s exhibition Against Seamlessness (Dwight
Hackett projects, Santa Fe, Oct. 15–Nov. 19, 2011) was
reviewed in the following publications: Jan Adelmann. Art in
America, (Jan. or Feb., 2012); “Strap In,” Douglas Fairfield.
Pasatiempo, The New Mexican (Oct. 14, 2011); Diane
Armitage. THE Magazine, (Dec., 2011); “Banded Canvas,”
MaLin Wilson-Powell. The Albuquerque Journal North, (Oct.
28, 2011); Preview, THE Magazine, Santa Fe, (Nov., 2011);
“Censorship and Vandalism: The Art of Harmony Hammond,”
Lester Strong. Dissent, (online Oct. 15, 2011); “Critic Picks,”
Katie Anania. Art Forum (online Nov., 6, 2011). An illustrated
signed and numbered exhibition catalog with foreword by Julia
Bryan-Wilson and essay by Tirza True Latimer is available
from Radius Books. (See adjacent image for cover of catalog.)

SACRIFICE Performance Washington DC March 2011 © annpmeredith swordfish
productions 2011 / Courtesy of The Schlessinger Library Harvard University

Ann P. Meredith presented her newest performance piece titled
SACRIFICE on military sexual trauma and assualt (mst/msa)
at the USAF-United States Air Force Memorial across from
The Pentagon in Washington, DC, in March 2010. She was
assisted by Edie Mayo, Senior Curator Emerita at the National
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, and first
camera Elena Ferrer. Meredith is herself an mst/msa survivor.
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Christopher G. Reed delighted residents of Central Florida
with his lecture “Only Collect! Bloomsbury Art in America,”
on Saturday, February 11, 2012 at the Cornell Fine Arts
Museum, Rollins College.

Schedule for CAA
Los Angeles, February 2012
Conversations on Affect and Archives

Thursday, February 23, 12:30 PM–2:00 PM
Concourse Meeting Room 403B, Level 2, Los Angeles
Convention Center
Chairs:

Tirza True Latimer, California College of the Arts; Virginia
Solomon, University of Southern California
Panelists:

Julia Bryan-Wilson, University of California, Berkeley
Jeannine Tang, Courtauld Institute of Art
Catherine Lord, University of California, Irvine
Business Meeting

Thursday, February 23, 5:30–7:00 PM
Concourse Meeting Room 403B
Gay Bashers Come and Get It, A Jacquard weaving by L.J. Roberts was carried in the
2011 NYC Dyke March. It was a potent rallying point for the marchers and succeeded
in driving away anti-queer protesters. The image on the banner was designed by
Matt Height for Queeruption.

In January 2012 L. J. Roberts was included in a show at A.I.R.
Gallery called Illegitimate and Herstorical. The show was
curated by Emily Roysdon and opened on January 5th. Her
work on view was The Queer Houses of Brooklyn in The Three
Towns of Breukelen, Boswyck and Midwout in the 41st Year of
the Stonewall Era. The piece was made in collaboration with
the most fabulous Daniel Rosza Lang/Levitsky and Buzz
Slutzky. Illegitimate and Herstorical presented works by eleven
artists that consider alternative economies of labor love
crossings and collectivities. Exhibiting queer relationships to
history and a healthy disrespect for master narratives these
artists work through the precariousness of legitimacy. The
bridges displayed offer a telling bridges reportage and creative
proposition. Portraiture, consciousness raising, incitement
and insertion—poetic and effectual strategies that all come to
bear on the stability and functionality of institutions. Each
work a stone throw. Illegitimate and Herstorical. In addition
L. J. is proud to have been part of a three-week event, entitled
NOT OVER: You, Me, Us, & AIDS, which looked at the
ongoing impact of HIV/AIDS on queer people. She gushes
that “It has been awesome working with Ted Kerr, Quito
Ziegler and Dan Fishback!” More info about the project can
be found here: http://visualaids.blogspot.com/2012/01/
not-over-you-me-us-aids-in-3-parts.html
Jonathan F. Walz will present a paper, “Genre Trouble: The

Space Between Dada Objects and Photography,” at the
conference Material Cultures in the Space Between, 1914–
1945 to be held at Brown University, June 14–16, 2012.

Flagging: Aesthetic Tactics and Queer Signification

Friday, February 24, 9:30 AM–12:00 PM
Concourse Meeting Room 407, Level 2, Los Angeles
Convention Center
Chair:

Anna Campbell, Grand Valley State University
Panelists:

“Impersonating History: David Wojnarowicz’s Arthur Rimbaud
in New York, 1978–1979”
Jenevive Nykolak, University of Rochester
“FLAWED + FEMME + IN + (VISIBLE) = Abstracting Queerness”
Syniva Whitney, independent artist
“Homo Home: Queer Identity and the Domestic Sphere”
Garth Amundson, Western Washington University and Pierre
Gour, independent artist
“Leave Them Unconnected”
Andrew Campbell, University of Texas at Austin
“A Critical Embodiment of Queer Substitutes”
Jane Chin Davidson, University of Houston, Clear Lake
Workshop with Thomas Lax at the ONE Institute and Archive

Friday, Februart 24, 5–7pm
909 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90007
Event Co-Sponsored by CalArts and The Contemporary
Project, in conjunction with the current exhibition Cruising
the Archive: Queer Art and Culture in Los Angeles, 1945–1980.
Also on view is QCA member Catherine Lord’s site-specific
installation, To Whom it May Concern.
Immediately following the workshop, the QCA will host its
annual reception, from 7–9pm, at the ONE. Both events at
the ONE are open to the public.

Submit your news!

Email information on to jonathanfwalz@aol.com. Each issue the editors will compile and
publish news, links, and images from our members.
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MEMBER PROFILES
Name: Jonathan Frederick

Name: Heyd Fontenot

Walz (I’ve been using my
middle name more and more,
especially since arriving at
Rollins College and discovering another faculty member
on campus with the same
first and last names–!)

Position: Production Designer?

Position: Currently I am
serving as Curator & Interim
Director, Cornell Fine Arts
Museum, Rollins College,
Winter Park, FL. Outgoing
(but introverted) QCA
Newsletter Editor.

Arts Administrator? Artist?
Pisces?
Education: BFA from
Louisiana Tech University
Book I’m reading now: Believe it
or not, Faggots by Larry Kramer
Book that inspired me in grad
school: I didn’t go to grad

school…(maybe I was a too
busy being a faggot?)

Favorite artist: Lari Pittman,
Robert Gober, Ken Russell (film director), the Symbolists, Hans
Education: B.A., Asbury College (now University—!?), French Bellmer, Paul Cadmus, Joni Mitchell (as a writer and performer)
and Studio Art; M.A. and Ph.D., University of Maryland,
Artist I’d most like to meet: Prince
College Park, Art History: American art (major) and Ancient
Best advice received: “Try to relax”
Greek art (minor). “I am still learning.”
Working habits: Completely random—I conduct business
Book(s) I’m perusing now: Reading Embodied Citizenship by
from within my studio, so I’m much more distracted than
Emily Russell (a Rollins colleague) and My Faraway One:
when I had a studio just for painting. My “work” now
Selected Letters of Georgia O’Keeffe and Alfred Stieglitz, vol. 1,
consists of email, phone calls, research and reading, meeting
1915–1933, edited by Sarah Greenough
with other artists and administrators, and eventually having a
Book(s) that inspired me in grad school: The Body of Raphaelle
time at a drafting table or an easel—but for some periods of
Peale: Still Life and Selfhood, 1812–1824 by Alexander
time, that’s a small part of my day, …and that is frustrating.
Nemerov; Gender Trouble by Judith Butler; Jan Van Eyck’s
I’m much happier when I have time to draw.
Arnolfini Portrait: Stories of an Icon by Linda Seidel; The
Unexpected art experience: Probably my current job as
Great American Thing by Wanda Corn
director of an arts space and residency—I came to Dallas to
Favorite artist: Charles Demuth
have 12 months of uninterrupted studio time at the
Artist I’d most like to meet: see above
residency, and was then recruited to run the program...
Mantra: “Panta rhei”

Research/show curated (recent/current): Most recently, I curated

Working habits: Early bird. When writing: up at dawn and

an exhibition called The Gun & Knife Show in Dallas, Texas at
CentralTrak. Forty artists and nearly 100 works I’m embarking
on a project/exhibition at CentralTrak for January/February
2012, which I describe as a collaboration/cooperation—20
artists are combining efforts and sharing resources to produce
experimental video works based on the Old Testament. The
project is called CircleWerk.

work through late afternoon. I need an organized space and
regular schedule. Schizophrenic alternation between gregarious gadabout and reclusive shit kicker.
Unexpected art experience: Entering La Basilique du Sacré
Coeur de Montmartre and bursting into tears.
Past research/show curated: Likewise, as technical experts, but not

Work on view (recent/current): The Very Queer Portraits of
(at all) by way of culture / an installation by Leigh-Ann Pahapill Heyd Fontenot was exhibited at Rollins College through early
Current research/show curating: Florida turns 500 in 2013
January 2012. My work currently appears in The Figure
and I’m working on a small exhibition of material from the
Untamed: Desire as Resistance at Allegheny College.
Florida artists who worked for the Index of American Design Queerest (Art) Experience: Probably my twenty years living in
Queerest (Art) Experience: My (ongoing) personal and

Three Things on your playlist: “Du Temps” / Mylène Farmer;

Austin…and doing set design, for things like Twisted Olivia
with Everett Quinton of the Ridiculous Theater Company or
working with performers like Fausto Fernos or Paul Soileau. I
think CircleWerk is going to get pretty queer.

“Our Secrets” / Helen Stellar; “Sub-culture” / New Order

Three Things on your playlist: Bon Iver, Neutral Milk Hotel, Feist

professional relationship with artist, filmmaker, curator and
director Heyd Fontenot. Wheeee!
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